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1. INTR00ucT10~ 
In this paper we study the system of ordinary differential equ tions 
u’=(l+h,(t))-(l+h,(t))e”” 
u’ = -( 1 + /22(t)) + (1+ /54(t)) e”, 
(1.1) 
where the hi: Iw + [w, i= 1, . . 4, are continuous andT-periodic functions. 
Equation (1.1) is a time dependent perturbation of the autonomous 
Hamiltonian system 
x’ = 1 - ,w 
y’=e”- 1. 
(1.2) 
The systems (1.1) and (1.2) can be derived from aLotka-Volterra model 
with periodic coefficients of the form 
x’ = A(t)x -Is(t) xy
y’ = -C(t) y+ D(t) xy. 
(1.3) 
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In the case of (1.2) the periodic coefficients are just constants. (Periodic) 
solutions f (1.1) or(1.2) correspond to (periodic) solutions f (1.3) inthe 
first quadrant, i.e., physically realistic ones. For details of the relationship 
between (1.1) and (1.3) and a survey of the literature about (1.3), see [3]. 
If hi is C3, T-periodic, and has mean value zero, i= 1, . . 4 and if 
u = (ui, u2) is a T-periodic solution of (1.2), we give in [3] sufficient condi- 
tions for the existence of T-periodic solutions f (1.1) branching from 
suitable translates of U.However, todo this we use implicit function techni- 
ques and thus the results are valid only for h,, h,, h3, h4 in a small ball 
around the origin of the space of continuous T-periodic functions. 
Moreover, using this technique it seems difficult to estimate  lower bound 
for the radius ofthat ball. 
Let us define h,by 
ho= sup SUP Ih,(t)l. 
i= I, .., 4 IE [O, T] 
(1.4) 
In this paper, we use a generalization of thePoincarGBirkhoff Theorem 
due to W. Y. Ding [2] and techniques r lated tothose of [ 1 ] to give a
precise estimate for h,, say ho < ro, in terms of known quantities arising 
from (1.2), such that h,, i= 1, . . 4 belonging to the ball centered at zero 
and radius hoin the space of continuous T-periodic functions, yields the 
existence of T-periodic solutions f (1.1). Moreover, weshow how to give 
a lower bound for the number of such solutions. 
We quote here a version fDing’s generalization of thePoincare- 
Birkhoff Theorem useful for our purposes. LetA denote an annular region 
of R*. The inner boundary C, and the outer boundary CZ of A are two 
simple curves such that C, is star-shaped round the origin. Di denotes the 
open region bounded by C,, i= 1, . . 2. Let Q: 4, --f Q(D2) c R’ be an area 
preserving homeomorphism uch that Q(ol) contains the origin. 
Let ~‘6 = ((r, 0) 1 r > 0} be the half plane of the (r, 0) plane. 2 is 
regarded asa covering space of R*\(O) under the covering mapping 
EF’(r, 0)= (r cos 8, r sin 0). Suppose further that Q/A has a lifting 
0: Y’-‘(A) -+ A? of the form 
Q(r, 4 = (f(r, 01, 0+ g(r, @I, 
where f and q are continuous and2n-periodic in 8.We have 
(1.5) 
THEOREM 1.1. Zf besides the assumptions mentioned above, D satisfies 
g(r, 0)>0 (CO) on SP1(C,) and g(r, f3) <O (>O) on PP’(C,), 
then Q has at least two fixed points in F’(A) such that heir images under 
.P provide two fixed points of Q. 
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2. THE UNPERTURBED EQUATION 
We begin with astudy of some properties of the unperturbed equation 
(1.2). This equation has a Hamiltonian fu ction 
H(x, y)=F/p-J- l/p+e’-x- 1. (2.1) 
All solutions f (1.2) are periodic w th orbits given by H(x, y) = h, h 3 0. 
The case h= 0 corresponds to the origin which is a center. Let us define the 
amplitude a of the orbit with level h >O, as the positive solution of the 
equation 
H(a, 0) = h. (2.2) 
Thus from (2.2) and [4, 51 we have 
THEOREM 2.1. The period of solutions f (1.2) is a strictly increasing 
function fthe amplitude with positive derivative. Furthermore as the 
amplitude go s to infinity theperiod goes to infinity. 
Thus the periods ofnontrivial solutions f (1.2) lie in an interval of the 
form Z, = (271/G, +co) since 27r/& is the limiting period asthe amplitude 
goes to zero. 
Next we suppose that T> 0 is the period of a solution of (1.2) and that 
there exists a positive nteger n so that 
2xnlT <& < 2x(n + 1 )/T. (2.3) 
Thus the numbers T, T/2, .. T/n belong to Z, but T/(n + 1) does not. Then 
the flow generated by (1.2) possesses exactly n different orbits Z,, 
k = 1, . . n which correspond to T-periodic solutions. The minimal period 
of these solutions is of the form T/k, k= 1, . . n. 
Let c( >0 be chosen such that T/n- 2c( >,2~/&. Then from (2.3) 
necessarily 2~ < T/n(n + 1) and hence 2a < T/k(k + 1 ), k = 1, .  . n. Thus c( 
chosen as above satisfies c( + T/(k + 1) < --c( + T/k, k= 1, . . n. Define f: 
to be the orbit of the CI + T/k periodic solution and Z; to be the orbit of 
the --a + T/k periodic solution, k = 1, .  . n. We note that because ofthe last 
inequality the open region e closed byf; contains I‘:+ 1, k = 1, . . n - 1. 
Also let us note that each f:, Z;, k= 1, . . n, has the form H-‘(h) for 
some h and is star-shaped around the origin since H is monotone increas- 
ing along any ray emanating from the origin. Finally set A, to be the 
annular region bounded by Z, and Z:, k = 1, . . n. 
Let P: R2 + lR2 denote the Poincare mapping obtained byfollowing 
solutions f (1.2) for time T. Clearly P is a well-defined ar apreserving 
homeomorphism from R2 onto its image, such that P(0) =0. 
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Let the pair (x(t), y(t)), t ER, denote a solution f(1.2). Applying 
to (1.2) the polar coordinates ransformation x(t)=R(t) cos O(t), 
v(t) = R(t) sin O(t), we obtain 
R’(t) = (1 - ~PR(‘) sinQ(l)) ~0s e(t) +(eR(‘) ~0sQ(l) - 1) sin o(t) 
O’(t) = ( (eR(‘) ‘OS‘(‘) - 1) cos O(t) +(ePR(‘) ‘In O(‘) - 1) sin O( t ))/R( t). 
(2.4) 
Let 2 and 9 be as in the introduction and let zbe the mapping of 2 
into itself de ined by
where (R(t, r (!I), @(t, r, 0)) denotes the unique solution to(2.4) such 
that (R(0, r,0), O(0, r, 0)) = (r, 0). Then r is an area preserving 
homeomorphism from 2 into itself which satisfies 
t(r, 8 + 271) = 5(r, 0) + (0, 27~). (2.5) 
Let y: and Y; denote the curves on X defined byy? = P-‘(f:), 
k = 1, .  . n. Let us set O:(r, @= O(T, r, 0) if (r, 0)~y:. The following 
proposition holds. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. (i) For (r, ~)EY: 
O:(r,0)68+2xk-kap,, k = 1, . . n; 
(ii) for (r, 0)q; 
O;(r,e)~e+2xk+kap0, k = 1, . . n; (2.7) 
(2.6) 
where pLo = min{ 1, PI. 
Proof: We only prove (i) since (ii) ssimilar. F om the second part of 
(2.4) itfollows that 
(2.8) 
Thus if (r, 0) E y; 
e;(r,B)-e=~oTO’(r,r,e)di=rT+k~ @(r,r,H)&-Jr+*’ @‘(t, r, 0) dt 
0 
s T =2nk- O’(t, r, tl) dt G 2nk - ,uoka. (2.9) Tikz 
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3. THE PERTURBED EQUATION 
We will assume henceforth that ho defined inthe Introduction is such 
that ho 6 1. Hence for i= 1, . . 4, [hi(t)1 d 1 for all tE R. Under this condi- 
tion we begin Section 3 by showing that it is possible to bound uniformly, 
in terms of known quantities, the solution (u(t), u(t)) of (1.1) when 
t E [0, T] and the initial d ta belongs tothe region i R* enclosed by f :. 
We first have 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Zf (u(t), u(t)) solve (1.1) with u(O) =uO, v(O) =uo, and 
t E [O, T] then 
u,-mTl,<u(t)<u,+mT 
ug-mT~u(t)6u,+e”o(e”T- l), 
where m = 1 + ho and 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
1 
0 
= ewOefLru~(emT- 1) (3.3) 
ProoJ: The proof uses the fact that for t E [0, T], u’(t) 6 m, u’(t) >/-m, 
u’(t) < meuo+“’ and u’(t) > -me p[uo+~U~(~m’- 111 
in that order. 
Now define the rectangle r = [-ao, ao] x[ -bo, b,] as the smallest such 
rectangle containing theregion bounded by that orbit of (1.2) which 
corresponds to the period T+ T/212 - rc/&. Then from Proposition (3.1) 
and hod 1 we obtain immediately 
COROLLARY 3.2. Under the conditions of Proposition 3.1,if (u(t), u(t)) 
solve (1.1) with u(O)=u,, u(O)=u,, and (u,, u,)Er, then (u(t), u(t))E9, 
t E [0, T], where .@’ is the rectangle iven by 
9?= [I-(a,+ZTI), (ao+2T)]x [-(b,+2T), bo+e”o(e2’-l)], (3.4) 
and 
l= ei&ewo(~27- 1) 
Let us next denote by A(t) = (u(t), u(t)), A(t) = (x(t), y(t)), tE[0, T] 
solutions f (1.1) and (1.2) respectively which are such that A(0) and A(O) 
belong to the closed region d bounded by the orbits r: and r;. For 
further use we will now obtain a bound for II/i(t) -;l(t)ll, O,<t < T, in 
terms of ho, when A(O)= A(0). Here and henceforth /{ //stands for the 
Euclidean norm in R2. 
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From the first of(1.1) and (1.2) weobtain 
(3.5) 
where M, = r( 1 + I). Define 
and set K, = max(,,, S,jE d FJs,, sZ). Then from (3.5) itfollows that 
l4t)--x(f)l GPK,j; I~s)-Y(s)~ ds+hoM,. 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
In a similar manner, from the second part of (1.1) and (1.2) weobtain 
Iu(t) - y(t)1 6 K, j’ lu(s) -x(s)\ ds + h,M,, (3.8) 
0 
where M2 = T( 1 + euo +2T) and Kz = max,,Y,, TZjEl F,(s,, sZ). Substituting 
(3.8) into (3.7) yields 
lu(t)-x(t)1 <pKT/’ lu(s)-x(s)1 ds+h,M,, 
0 
(3.9) 
where K=KIK, and M3=pKlMZT+M1. 
Using Schwartz’s inequality n (3.9) and squaring both sides of the 
resulting equality we find 
ju(t)-~x(t)(~<2p~K~T~ j’ ju(s)-.x(.~)~~ds +2h$4$ 
0 ! 
In a similar fashion substituting (3.7) into (3.8) weobtain 
~z1(t)-y(t)(~d2p~K~T’ 
( 
jof ,u(s)-y(s)(‘ds)+Zh$44;, 
where M4 = K,M, T+ M2. Adding (3.10) and (3.11) weobtain 
(l/i(t)-Il(r)l12<2p2K2T3 1’ Il/l(s)-l.(s)l12ds+h~M:, 
0 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
where 44, =(2M: + 21I4:)“~. Using Gronwall’s inequality on (3.12) and 
taking the square root of the result wefinally find that 
ll4r) - Jvt)ll dbw (3.13) 
where M= M,ew. We note that M is independent of ho. 
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Next let d= minj (x2 +JJ’)‘~~ 1(x, y) E r,; }and suppose that h, < 1 and 
a additionally satisfy 
hOM/d < sin a,uo (3.14) 
and 
a<min{n/2np,, TJ2n-rr/&). 
From (3.13) and (3.14) weobtain that 
IIn(t%(?)I1 <dsincrp,. 
From (3.16) and the triangle in quality it hen follows that 
cl< Il4t)ll < A(t)ll + dsin v. 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
hence 
ll~(f)ll > 41 -sin vo) (3.18) 
for all tE [0, T]. Thus we have proved 
PROPOSITION 3.3. If (3.14) and (3.15) are satisfied, theno solution A(t) 
of (1.1) with A(0) E & can reach the ball in R2 centered atthe origin and 
radius d( 1 - sin c(po), intime T. 
Next let I&T), I$(T)l < rr represent theangle between A(T) and 3.(T), 
where A(O)=%(O). It is easy to see that 
Isin $(T)I G ll~~~~-~~~~II/II~~~~I/. (3.19) 
Thus from (3.13), (3.19), and(3.14) itfollows that 
lsin $(T)I 6 h,M/d< sin CX/A~. (3.20) 
Equation (3.20) inturn yields 
I$(n < wo. (3.21) 
4. AT LEAST 2n SOLUTIONS OF EQ.( 1.1) 
Let P: lR2 -+ I&!’ denote the Poincart mapping obtained byfollowing 
solutions f (1.1) for time T. Clearly P is a well-defined ar apreserving 
homeomorphism from R2 onto its image. 
Let us take k a fixed integer, 1 6 k <n and let 0: denote the open 
region bounded by r:, respectively. W  have 
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PROPOSITION 4.1. rf ho 6 1 and a are chosen so that hey satisfy (3.14) 
and (3.15), then p has at least 2 different fixed points onA, with Ak as 
defined in Section 2. 
ProoJ: We have that A, is an annular region in R* bounded by the 
simple curves rz, where r; is star shaped. Also, from Proposition (3.3) 
p(D;) contains the origin. Then from Theorem 1.1 H will have two 
different fixed points inA, if we can prove that p/Ak is a twist mapping. 
To show this let us apply the polar coordinate ransformation 
u(t)=j?(t)cos&t), u(t)=i?(t)sin&t) to (1.1) toobtain 
i?‘(t)= [(l +h,(t))-(1 +h3(t))e~c8(‘)s’“8(‘)] cos 6(t) 
+[-(l+h,(t))+(l+h,(t))eR”‘c”sB~f’]sin~(~) 
&(t)=[-(l+h,(t))+(l h3(t))e~LW(‘)sinB(rJ]sin6(t)/&t) 
(4.1) 
+[-(1+h2(t))+(1+h4(t))eR~r)cos8(r)]~~~~(t)/j?(t). 
Let ak=.9-‘(Ak). Then ak is the region i Y? bounded by Y; and y$. 
Let rk: ak + Y?’ be the mapping defined by
zk(r, 0)= (R(r, Oh8 + G(K r, W), (4.2) 
where (&t, r, e), I3 +G(t, r, 0)) denotes the unique solution to (4.1) having 
at t = 0 the initial condition (r, 0) E uk. Then rk is an area preserving 
homeomorphism from uk onto rk(uk) which satisfies 
zk(r, 8 +271) = zk(r, 0)+ (0,271). 
Nextletusdefined~(r,8)byd~(r,8)=6+G(T,r,8)if(r,8)~y~.Also 
let $F(r, 0) = d;(r, 0) - Okf(r, 0). From (3.21), we can take 
(4.3) 
Then from Proposition 2.2 and (4.3) it follows immediately that for 
(r, WY: 
d:(r,e)<e+27& (4.4) 
and for (r, 0) E yk 
d;(r, e) > 8 + 2nk. (4.5) 
Next let W,: X + &? denote the translation mapping 
Wk(r, 0) = (r, 0- 2zk), (4.6) 
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and Zk: ak -+ 2 be the composition Z, = W, 0 tk. Clearly Zkis an area 
preserving homeomorphism from ak onto Z,(ak) which serves a a lifting 
for p/Ak, under S. From (4.2) wehave that Z, can be written as
where 
Z,(r, 0) = (Rr, Q, 0 + g(r, Q), (4.7) 
g(r, 0) = G( T, r, 0) - 2nk. (4.8) 
g(r, O)=d;(r, 8)-8-2~k. (4.9) 
Then from (4.4) and (4.5) we finally obtain that g(r, t3) < 0 for any 
(r, QEY,Z and g(r, 19) > 0 for any (Y, 0) E y;. The proposition follows then 
from Theorem 1.1. 
The fixed points ofthe mapping P/A, found in Proposition 4.1 are initial 
conditions fortwo different T-periodic solutions f (1.1). Letting k run 
from 1 to n we obtain next our main theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2. If h, < 1 and a are chosen so that hey satisfy (3.14) and 
(3.15), then (1.1) has at least 2ndifferent T-periodic solutions. If we denote 
these solutions by (uki(t), uki(t)) k= 1, . . n, i= 1, 2, then u,,(t), uki(t) have 
exactly k zeros in [0, T), k= 1, . .  n, i = 1, 2. 
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